Cardmaking Workshops Your Way®

**Mistletoe Wishes** | 12 Cards, 6 each of 2 designs

Featured Technique: Heat Embossing

**Additional Materials Needed:**

- Z3271 Archival Black Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z6509 Candy Apple Exclusive Inks™ Stamp Pad
- Z891 VersaMark™ Ink Pad
- Z4249 Ranger® Gold Tinsel Embossing Powder
- Z3318 Thin Cuts—Basic Circles
- Z2060 Thin 3-D Foam Tape
- Z4252 Heat Tool (available in North American market only)

**Exclusive Stamp Set:**

- Wishing You
- Merry Moments
- Mistletoe Wishes
Getting Started:

- Gather all additional materials needed.
- Trim all zip strips and set aside. The zip strip is the ½” accent paper along the top of each sheet.
- Check the cut orientation below each cutting guide image. This will show you how to cut the paper, keeping the patterns on your project pieces facing the right direction.
- Light grey pieces on your cutting guide are project pieces. White pieces are left over paper.
- As you cut the paper, sort the pieces as indicated in the cutting guide, creating a stack for each project.

Key:

- ⌂ = first cut | * = use back of paper
-  = suggested stamp arrangement |  = suggested Thin Cuts arrangement |  = suggested Cricut® cut arrangement

(See project instructions for ink color and other details)

Cutting Diagrams:
Project 1: Make 6

Prepare (6 each):

1. Prepare pieces shown above
2. Attach 1A to card base
3. Dovetail 1B
4. Attach 1C and banner to 1B
5. Attach 1B with thin 3-D foam tape
6. Attach 1D with thin 3-D foam tape
7. Embellish with gems

Assemble:

1. Prepare pieces shown above
2. Attach 1A to card base
3. Dovetail 1B
4. Attach 1C and banner to 1B
5. Attach 1B with thin 3-D foam tape
6. Attach 1D with thin 3-D foam tape
7. Embellish with gems

Paper: White Daisy
Ink: Archival Black
Tip: Hand trim.

1B:
- Paper: White Daisy
- Inks: Archival Black, Candy Apple, VersaMark™ (with gold tinsel embossing powder)
- Tips: Stamp Candy Apple ornament (1¼” from the top) first, then heat emboss the gold ornament topper, then stamp the string.
- Technique: Emboss the image by stamping with VersaMark™ ink, sprinkling the wet image with embossing powder, shaking off any excess powder, and heating with the craft heater until the powder and ink melt together.

1D:
- Paper: Black
- Die: 2” circle
- Ink: VersaMark™ (with gold tinsel embossing powder)
- Tip: Heat emboss.
- Technique: Emboss the image by stamping with VersaMark™ ink, sprinkling the wet image with embossing powder, shaking off any excess powder, and heating with the craft heater until the powder and ink melt together.
Project 2: Make 6

Prepare (6 each):

1. Prepare pieces shown above
2. Attach 2A to card base
3. Attach 2B
4. Attach 2C
5. Attach 2D with thin 3-D foam tape
6. Attach bow
7. Embellish with gems

Assemble:

1. Prepare pieces shown above
2. Attach 2A to card base
3. Attach 2B
4. Attach 2C
5. Attach 2D with thin 3-D foam tape
6. Attach bow
7. Embellish with gems

2C:
Paper: White Daisy
Inks: Archival Black, Candy Apple
Tip: Stamp black sprig first, then sentiment.

2D:
Paper: Black
Die: 2” circle
Ink: VersaMark™ (with gold tinsel embossing powder)
Tip: Heat emboss.
Technique: Emboss the image by stamping with VersaMark™ ink, sprinkling the wet image with embossing powder, shaking off any excess powder, and heating with the craft heater until the powder and ink melt together.